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◮

I asked the class to argue this: as long as water supply was
regular, lorries must come on all days of the week, eventually.

◮

We had a nice discussion and the class was indeed convinced
of this.
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1994, Joy of Learning festival, New Delhi.
◮

n children are seated in a circle. A book is passed around,
each child passing it to her k th neighbour.

◮

For some values of n and k, everyone gets the book
eventually, and for some values, only a fraction get it.

◮

After several trials, the children get a characterization.

◮

They draw some beautiful pictures.

The game has led to an interesting exercise on finite groups at
undergraduate class in CMI, Chennai.
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◮

They sharply contrast school mathematics and the discipline
of mathematics.

◮

Understanding these also offers hope for solutions to the
difficulties mentioned above.
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◮

From working with a model to the abstract notion. (decimal
representation to real number).

◮

From the assumed infinite to the explicit finite. (Difficulty
with problems in combinatorics and numer theory.)
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What is π 2 ?

◮

It seems reasonable that dividing a ribbon of length ℓ among
three persons should get ℓ/3 units for each. But what about
cutting it up into pieces 3cm long generating ℓ/3 pieces ?
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◮

Geometrical reasoning: The difficulty of not knowing what to
look for.

◮

Probabilistic reasoning: abstraction and imagination well
beyond observable phenomena.

◮

Mathematical modelling: Part of curricula but the modelling
never challenges the student’s mathematical conceptalization.
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Competence in mathematics is often equated with success in
competitive examinations.

◮

One main reason for all this: the big gap between
mathematics in school classrooms and that at UG level and
contributions to the knowledge economy.

The practice of mathematics

Doing mathematics often means:
◮

Selecting between representations or devising new ones,

◮

Looking for invariances,

◮

Observing extreme cases and typical ones to come up with
conjectures,

◮

Looking actively for counterexamples,

◮

Simplifying or generalizing problems to make them easier to
address,

◮

Building on answers to generate new questions for exploration,

and so on. These are mostly missing at school.
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estimation, approximation, visualization, representation,
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◮

This is within the realm of feasibility, but requires considerable
re-orientation of classrooms, textbooks and systemic
expectations.
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◮

This can also be a way of ensuring that every child’s attention
is engaged, and remove the sense of fear and failure that
many children experience with regard to mathematics.

◮

This means that we need to de-emphasize the tall and
sequential nature of mathematics at school.
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◮

Schools have to prepare students for future study and/or
employment, hence a focus on recall, fluency, accuracy, and
ways of working.

◮

Limited time slots, curricular pressures, and assessment
regimes.

◮

The role of educational authority.
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◮

The advocated shift requires knowledgeable teachers, but
most teachers do not have personal experience of what it
means to do mathematics over time, exploring questions
which have intellectual purpose, not pedagogic purpose.
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Who is to do this ?

Clearly there is work to be done, but by whom, and how ?
◮

Psychologists and educational technicians who want to
construct efficient methods of instruction ?

◮

Specialists with imaginative ways to learn specific items, say
the BODMAS rule ?

◮

New age prophets who recommend software platforms and
global ICT tools for connectivity ?

◮

Analysts who (convincingly) point to impact of socio-cultural
factors on classrooms and learners ?

They all seem to be interesting, and in the end, inadequate.

National frameworks

Approaches to this can perhaps be found in articulated differences
in National curricula. As an example, relative weightage of topics
in the Board exams in Hungary:
Item Topic
% weight
a.
Sets, logics, combinatorics, graphs
25
b.
Relations, functions, the elements of calculus
20
c.
Arithmetic, algebra, number theory
20
d.
Probability, statistics
15
e.
Geometry, coordinate geometry, trigonometry
20
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There are explicit curricular choices to be made in this regard.
◮

Hong Kong: “But more emphasis has been laid on treating
this subject as a tool rather than a way of thought.”

◮

Singapore made a significant change by reducing mathematics
content.

◮

Israel is a rare instance of expanding and increasing
mathematics content.

◮

The RME approach in the Netherlands was designed to build
mathematics learning from relevant problem contexts.

A quote

Children should repeat the learning process of mankind,
not as it factually took place but rather as it would have
done if people in the past had known a bit more of what
we know now. . . .
The pupil himself should reinvent mathematics. During
this process, the learner is engaged in an activity where
experience is described, organized and interpreted by
mathematical means. This activity is mathematising.
Hans Freudenthal, Revisiting Mathematics Education, 1991.

Discussion time
Thank you.
Questions, comments, suggestions welcome; also, please write to
jam@imsc.res.in.

